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DR. POWER,
DEAR

SIR:

At a meeting of the Medical Class of the University of Maryland, it was
unanimously resolved, 'I'hut a committee be appointed to request for publication, a copy of your able Introductory Lecture,
Regarding it as a clear and practical exposition of the only true and
rational method of pursuing the study of medicine, and considering the
diffusion of such sentiments, of the greatest importance, we hope that you
will comply with so unanimous a wish.
Very respectfully,
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, Chairman:

GENTLEMEN,

In complying with the kind and flattering request of the medical class, as
expressed through their committee, that I would give them a copy of my
Introductory Lecture for publication, it has been with some hesitation;
for it was written hastily, with no view to publication, and with no
pretension to literary ornament. For some of the thoughts and illustrations contaned in it, I am indebted to an able review of Dr. Bartlett's 'I'reatise on the Philosophy of Medical Science, in the July number of the
Southern Literary Messenger, which strongly impressed me when I read
it, and was mingled in my own train of thought.
I submit it to you, however, with all its imperfections, hoping that during
the remainder of our course, the truth of the doctrines set forth in it,
may be more and more deeply impressed upon your minds.
Respectfully yours,
WILLIAM

POWER.

Baltimore, Jan. 14th, 1846.
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GENTLElIIEN,

In coming before you to fill the chair of theory and
practice, unavoidably

vacant

during this session by the

absence of Dr. Bartlett, who remains in Europe for the
sake of his health and the purposes of study, it is with
mingled feelings of diffidence and pride.
Diffidence
because the habit of lecturing is new to me-because
the time afforded for the preparation

and arrangement

of

a course of lectures has been short, and much interfered
with by the pressure -of other engagements-because
subjects which are to engage

the

us are vastly the most im-

portant in our medical education, being the application of
all the knowledge we have acquired from other sources to
its practical ends,-the

study and treatment

of disease,-

and because I am about to occupy the place of one,
whose learning and talents as a physician, whose abilities
as a lecturer, and whose character
him so esteemed

wherever

as a man, have made

he is known, that others in

contrast with him, are more likely to serve as foils to enhance his reputation

than to establish their own.

But

there is also a feeling of pride that .I should be selected
to teach in these halls, 'where thirteen winters past, I sat
like many of yourselves for the first time; a young student,
my heart beating with bright hopes and filled with warm
enthusiasm, while listening to the voice of the venerable
Potter, a name identified with the chair I occupy, with the
origin and the palmiest days of this University, receiving
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those lessons, and acquiring that fondness for the study
of the profession, which has since been to me in itself;
its own exceeding great reward ;-a feeling of pride in the
hope that I may excite some enthusiasm, interest some
feelings, and arouse some ambition in your breasts to
make something more of the study of medicine, than a
mere task to be gone through, a mere labor to be performed, in order to obtain a diploma and be privileged
to take your places in society, and gain your livelihood
under the title of doctor.
Rightly pursued and understood, there is no study
within the whole range of human knowledge, more intensely fascinating, or which contains more of deep and
thrilling

interest,

than the study of medicine,

we consider its own intrinsic
natural phenomena
physiology

and

interest, the variety of the'

of life and organization,
pathology,

whether

or

the

the secrets of

exquisite

physical

arrangements of the various parts of the body. Or a.gain,
if we consider its immense scope and width of range;
since there is scarcely
or any knowledge

any branch

of natural

science,

derived from any other source which

affects us morally or physically

as men, which does not

tend to throw light on the causes and history of disease,.
and so become useful and important to the study of medicine.

'Lastly, if we reflect upon its ends,-the

welfare

of the human race, the relief of human suffering, the impOl'tant responsibilities

devolving upon those who prac-

tice it; the s.aving, by our skill, of a life important

to a

family or to the community, or its loss through ignorance.
In

ShQ1't,

the highest, most delicate, and most important
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functions that man can exercise towards his fellow mati,

AIr

scarce excepting those" of the ministers of reliogion.
these considerations
deep importance,

are calculated

to make us feel the

and deeper interest of this stndy,-to

arouse enthusiasm,

a:

or at least to lead to industry from

bare sense of duty.

I trust there are many before me

who feel and will feel this interest, who are now about
commencing

a career of study which is to terminate

only

with their lives; for no brightness of talent and no industry will enable you here to acquire more than the
elements of your profession,-your
education will not be
complete

at your graduation.

In the school

you are

rather taught the mode of studying your profession, than
the profession itself.

You have the way pointed

out to

you, of being afterwards

able to study for yourselves with

advantage.

of thought,

But habits

reading,

and above

all, close observation, make the true physician;
you should cultivate
sional career,

every day throughout

Though

and these

your profes-

a man may be born a poet, he

never is born a physician.

The physician must be made,

and he must make himself, by devoted study and obser-

If then you have in the lessons here delivered,

vation.

the proper mode of studying pointed out to yau,-if
attention

is arrested

yoUl'

by facts, and your interest excited,

to investigate the truths, conclusions,

and doctrines here

advanced, the highest aim of my ambition will be gained.
H your minds are aroused
medicine
which

as something

to look upon the science of

still in a state of progress;

in

progress you yourselves may aid, after preparing

yourselves

by acquiring

what

is already

known,-that
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the great book of nature is always open-as
open to you
as it was to your predecessors,-that
this great book,
like another great book, has been either not read at all
or badly read,-that,
misinterpreted,
through

like the Bible, it has been grossly

and wrested

ignorance,

to the destruction

prejudice,

want

of many,

of attention,

and

want of due qualification and collateral information,-if
in short I can arouse in you a spirit 0/ observation,-- I
shall then feel, that however imperfect my own instructions may have been, I shall have accomplished a better end, than if they had been of a more finished character, and left you satisfied that it was not worth your
while to test their truth by your own efforts and farther
research.

I shall feel that your time has not been lost,

though spent in listening to a younger and less experienced lecturer than the gentleman who fills this chair,
and of whose expected instructions

you are unfortunately

deprived this winter.
In assuming then the office of teacher, it appears to me
but fair, that I should in a measure, define my position.
That I should lay before you my ideas of the study of
medicine;
Medicine

how it should be studied, and how taught.
is a branch

of natural or physical science, to

be studied in the same manner

as the other physical

sciences are studied, and in no other way.
of the art of medicine, says Frederick
in observation.

This

The whole

Hoffman, consists

is the true basis of the science,

and hypothesis or imaginary supposition should never be
admitted

as elements

in the

philosophy

of medicine.

Standing

on this platform, the one occupied by Hippo-
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crates and by all those who have really advanced

the

progress of medical truth, from his day down to the present,-a

stranger to all sects, and an enemy to all exclu-

sive theories, I pretend

to be an humble

searcher

after

truth, believing that this is only to be attained by means
of exact and careful observation, and that positive results
can only be arrived at by carefully weighing and analyzing facts thus observed.

As Rousseau

says, "I

know

that truth dwells in facts themselves, and the less I mingle of my own reasonings in their explanation, the more
likely I am to interpret

them correctly."

Having

then

no party, or exclusive theory to sustain, in these lectures,
-having

consulted and meditated upon the writings

the best authors, testing
have observed

during

their opinions

a period

of

by the results I

of nearly twelve years,

spent almost constantly in hospitals at home and abroad,
seeking for truth for its own sake, and adopting whatever appeared to me to be such, from whatever source it
came.

This

is the course I have pursued, this, gentle-

men, is the course I wish you to pursue.

I cannot teach

you to be physicians, but only the mode to make your
selves physicians.

To lay before you the true philoso-

phy of medicine, to point you to the proper mode of carrying out your studies and inquiries, and to imbue you with
the best medical spirit of the day, is my aim.
N ever has the progress of medicine
its advances

so rapid, its results so certain

tory, as within
zeal

been so brilliant,

and talent

various countries.

the last thirty years.
with which

The

and satisfacenergy, the

it has been cultivated

The creation of a periodical

in

medical
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literature, which spreads with the rapidity of thought
from clime to clime, new facts, new discoveries, new
modes of treatment.

The

foundation

of clinical pro-

fessorships, and new hospitals, frequented
eager students, where

by crowds of

the actual phenomena

of disease

are brought home to the senses and personal

inspection

of those, whose skill is to consist in understanding

them.

The extent to which pathological anatomy,-"

that torch

and eye of medicine,"-_-as Frederick

calls it, is

and has been cultivated.

The

Hoffman

exactitude of the know-

ledge of the march, history, and termination
which this affords.
enic researches,

of diseases

The minute physiological

and hygi-

to which many are devoting themselves.

The introduction of more accurate modes of investigation, and the application of statistics to semeiology and
therapeutics-all

these combined have given to medicine

a new impulse, have, so to speak, new-created
ence,-have

given

to medicine

a title

the sci-

to be ranked

among the sciences, and proudly to assert her title to be
so ranked.
Not that medicine has as yet attained the
exactitude of mathematics

as a science, and perhaps it is

impossible, in the nature of things, that it ever should.
That

Omniscience

organization,
ries,-that

alone, which

is competent

Omnipotence

planned

to understand

alone which

our complex
all its myste-

formed it, gave it

being, and impressed upon it its vital laws, can control
these in all their aberrations.
Still a close and profound study of the recorded facts and experience of ages,
and the daily habit of carefully observing nature for ourselves, enables

us to pronounce

with almost certainty
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upon the existence of certain morbid states, and to exhibit such agents as will, to a certain extent, modify or
control these conditions.
Medicine is a science as certail! as any of the sister sciences with which she may be
fairly compared-as

certain,

for instance,

as law, or

morals, or politics, or shall I say theology.

There

are

differences of opinion among the expounders of each of
these, and uncertainty
absolute

truth.

as to what is, and what is not,

Truth

is most

likely to reward

the

labors of him, who brings the most assiduity, the most
conscience, the best cultivated and least prejudiced mind,
to the study of anyone

of these subjects,-but

by the

indolent dreamer, or careless inquirer, she is rarely won.
Our art is not a collection of doctrines and precepts, hit
upon by accident, found valuable, and transmitted
to uS,-a

reasonable acquaintance

tact and a boasted

with which, aided by

intuition, will enable us creditably

to perform its duties.
observation

down

But it is a science founded in

and reason, the problems of which, involv-

ing as they do the highest human interests,

require for

their solution as much judgment, as much knowledge,
and as much study as any other subjects whatever, on
which

the

acquirements

human

mind

may be employed.

in anatomy,

chemistry, In pharmacy,

Sound

in physiology, in physics, in

and last and not least, in the"

laws of mind, are indispensable

to him who would study

disease with any rational hope of benefiting others, or of
doing credit to himself.
The

main object of a teacher, in giving a course of

systematic lectures" on the theory and practice of medi2
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cine, should be to prepare

his hearers

to observe for

themselves the actual phenomena of disease,-to
l'ecognise from these phenomena what part is really the seat of
disease, and the proper remedies to control it.

He should

describe

history of

carefully and minutely the natural

each separate malady, its symptoms, causes, lesions, progress, termination,

the mode of treating

it,-and

especi-

ally point out the distinctive differences between

it and

other affections which may resemble it; so that the
hearer may be fitted to see for himself with intelligence,
that he may be enabled to read and interpret

under-

standingly the plaints of suffering nature,-in
short, to
imbue him with a sound spirit of observation, and with
true views of the philosophy

of medicine.

vast deal of false philosophising

There is a

in medicine, and there

is an equal degree of loose and worthless observation,As a great writer once said, " There

are even more false

facts than false theories in medicine."
If we start with
false theories, our prejudices will color our observation
of facts; and if we start with careless and incomplete
observations, we shall deduce from them false theories,
so that in both ways error will be the result.
The duty of a teacher, then, is to prepare you to observe with unprejudiced minds, and to take care in the
principles he lays down, that he himself does not depart
from the strict method of inductive philosophy, first shadowed forth by Hippocrates,
laid down for medicine

the father of our art, who

the true canons

of reasoning,

while the rest of philosophy was yet in helpless infancy.
These

canons

of

philosophical

reasoning,

improved,
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adopted, explained, we may say, new discovered above
two hundred years ago by Lord Bacon, in his Novum
Organon:

His name is now the great name in science

j

he is regarded as the father of inductive philosophy, the
only kind applicable to natural science, of which medicine is a branch.

In his last will and testament

mally bequeathed

he for-

his name and memory to a coming age,

well knowing that his own was unfit to appreciate
Even yet he is not generally appreciated.
particularly,

with

some

occasional

exceptions, like Sydenham,

him.

In medicine

noble and brilliant

Baglivi, Morgagni, Stoll, and

others, master spirits, who resorted to the only true mode
of eliciting truth, careful observation;
since the commencement
this great truth

of the present

has been generally

and experiment."

century,

adopted

claimed, that "the basis of all medical
observation

it has only been

was completely

and pro-

science rested on

Simple and comprehen-

sive as this truth is, it is certain, that before
never

that

developed.

Bacon

But gradually

it

since

his time it has been adopted, and is now finally considered the torch and lever of all natural science, and the
motto of all true workmen in any of its various branches
or departments,

is this sentence

Non fingendum, aut excogitandum

of the sage chancellor,
quid natura faciat sed

inveniendum,
The great bane of medicine, that which

has always,

more than any thing else, retarded its progress, is the
mania for theorizing, for speculating, for inventing doctrines; in which, by starting

from an insufiicient number

of real or assumed facts, general conclusions are hastily
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drawn, the whole study of medicine

IS

apparently

sirn-

plified, and all new facts are but half observed, or tortured so as to accommodate them with this assumed theory.

Indeed, from the beginning

of the science down to

the most recent times, notwithstanding
ample set by Hippocrates;

the excellent ex-

and occasionally

followed, as

we have said, from time to time, by a few sound observers,-the

science of medicine has consisted of a series of

doctrines, each of which has in turn predominated for a
time, until supplanted by another and newer one. Imbued with these doctrines, the mass of the profession observed

all facts through

cloud of prejudices;
because

their

medium,

or rather regarding

universally

prevalent,

and

distorted

by a

these doctrines,
backed

by

great

names, as absolutely true, they acted in accordance

with

them through error after error, and ceased to observe for
themselves at all.
These doctrines or hypotheses, were generally the
production of brilliant and speculative minds; such minds
generally want acumen and correctness.
They regard
their subject at a distance in vague and blending masses;
but like the gorgeous clouds of a summer sun-set, though
striking, though

a brilliant and happy fancy may assimi-

late them to any form, their foundation

is unsubstantial,

they fade away.

a quick eye for

Such

persons

have

general resemblances, and striking analogies; but none
for the nice differences, which cause things that look
alike at first glance to be so essentially
carefully examined in detail.
is the habit of a child;

dissimilar when

To perceive resemblances

and an excellent habit it is while
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kept in its proper place.
To perceive the differences
things, is another faculty essential to our progress
knowledge.

of
in

It is the part of science to ana to mise exter-

nal things, and to follow out their differences;
and then,
and not till then, to arrange them in their proper places,
and reason

or speculate

on their

mutual bearings.

But

the very opposite course was that pursued by the framers
of doctrines.
Struck by a_few fancied or real resemblances, they adopted

these as a basis to their theories;

they then assumed or invented facts to interpret others,
because this process was more convenient and less laborious than actual observation,-and
ingenuity
at

and not a little pure

simplicity

and

the treatment
generally

reducing

of disease

successful

converts,-for

with

speculation,-by
the

study,

aiming

as

well

as

to a sort of unity, they were

in attracting

whatever

a good deal of

attention,

obtaining

is novel and promises

trouble is sure for a time to have its partisans;

to save
and they

thus for a season retained their influence on the medical
mind.
These successive hypotheses have at all times
pervaded and ruled our profession, and in great measure
determined

its character.

cases injurious,

They

Their

have rendered

difficult to be understood
so;

and they

science, which

their

that

ing.

They

sufficiently

advancement

promised

mote.
But this is not all i-they
upon the practice of medicine;
often destroyed

more obscure and

what was already

have impeded
it was

effects have been in all

tendency

in the
to pro-

have acted injuriously
they have injured and

its efficacy in the relief of human suffer-

have

converted

medicine

from being what
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it was intended

to be-an

instrument

of good-into

a

positive evil, a means of inflicting new evils upon mankind, or increasing

the danger

of the very evils it was

intended to remove.
This has always been the tendency
every branch of natural

of hypothesis, in

science; to feed and satisfy the

mind with error instead

of exciting it onwards

in the

search after truth.
Hence Jmowledge has, proverbially,
always advanced most slowly, in times most prolific in
theory.

Nor is it possible for genius to work her highest

miracles, in discovering

great truths, until

has made large accumulations
materials

of facts.

for colossal monuments

covery are wanting.

Perhaps,

observation
Till then, the

of thought

says a brilliant

and diswriter,

" not even the sagacity of Newton could have detected the
central secret of the material
did.

Ages

had

been

universe

making

sooner than he

observations

for him.

Thales, and Copernicus, and Galileo, had been adding to
the mass of facts destined for his use. He and his cotemporaries

chanced to finish out the number, he only

classified and arranged the whole."
These theories or hypotheses, which to such an extent
have ruled the medical mind, have been dignified with
the name of doctrines.
Their name is legion. Some
of the principal were the doctrines of the vitalists, of the
organists, the humoralists, and the solidists, the chemical
and mechanical doctrines, the doctrine of irritability and
that of controstimulism.

The Brullonian, the Cullenian,

that of Broussais, and that of Rush;

these are but a few

out of many that have existed, and do exist working
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evil; and still new ones are being generated.
It is not
my intention to describe here the peculiarities of any
one of these, nor to shew how untenable they all are.
They all labor under one and the same radical defect,
they are all only hypotheses.
In order to account for
the appreciable
properties

phenomena

and conditions

the phenomena

of morbid

actions, certain

of the body are assumed, and

explained by reference to these a priori

assumptions.
But I trust we live in a better era, in the bright morning of a truer philosophy.

The sway of these exclusive

doctrines is passing away.

As I have already said, there

have always been at intervals

noble

spirits, exceptions

to the mass carving out the true road for themselves;
abandoning received hypotheses and devoting themselves
anew to the close and accurate observation of disease.
Such names as Sydenham, Morgagni, Huxham, Stoll, Heberden, &c. At the commencement of the present century, Broussais with brilliant talents, and a gaint's power,
did good service to our science, in rending to pieces the
cobweb theories, that until then, had possession of the
medical mind.

Alas, that after substantiating

was true by careful and philosophical

much that

investigation,

he

himself should have ceased observing, and taken to theorising

j

and

then madly

attempt

to supplant

the very

modes of study, that he was one of the first to adopt.
But the seed he scattered fell into good ground.
There
arose at that time, what may be called the modern school

a.~

of medical observation; a school
_
t l' J}
t
extent the inductive and experi - \'tal moUe-uf- Baco': 1--

-

IBRARY

<>
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which rejects as an essential

or legitimate

ingredient

of

natural science, all a priori reasoning or speculation.
Which
has thrown aside all exclusive doctrines, and
confines itself to the minute and careful observation of
facts; which strictly weighs these facts and phenomena,
and classifies and arranges them with their relations to
other facts and phenomena,
principles
these.
some

from a rigorous
This

and then derives its laws and
and absolute

school is composed

of the greatest

names

generalisation

of a galaxy of talent,

ever known

in medicine,

Corvisart, Laennec,
Bichat, Lallemand,
Biett,
Chomel, Louis, Grisolle, and a host of others.
are they who have given that impulse
medicine,
ture;

of

Andral,
These

to the progress of

of which I spoke in the early part of this lec-

these

are they, who

by adopting

the

plan of study, have, so to speak, new created

only

true

our science.

Kindred spirits have responded to them in all countries;
the scales have fallen from the eyes of all true seekers
after truth, and day by day observation
aided by strict induction,

and experiment,

are more and more recognised

as

the only legitimate modes of arriving at truth in medicine.
In England the best men are following in the same
track, Forbes,
Williams,

Tweedie,

Watson,

Bright, Cheyne,

are all eclectics,

Stokes, Graves,

all observers;

and

in this country

the spirit is spreading;

we have among

us many

disciples

of observation.

true

of the

school

Jackson of Boston, Ware, Bigelow, Shattuck, Johnson,
Swett, Gerhard, Jackson
of Philadelphia,
Stewardson,
Pennock, Geddings, and numerous others.
The progress
is onward-exclusive
doctrines are fading away, and a
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sounder and better philosophy is every day taking their
place.
In enumerating

the disciples of this school, I must

mention as among the most thorough and earnest ones,
Dr. Bartlett, the propel' occupant
the author

of this chair.

of an essay on the Philosophy

He is

of Medical

Science, published about a year since, decidedly the
most remarkable original work that has emanated from
the medical press of this country, and the most satisfactory exposition, and clearest interpretation

of the induc-

tive philosophy that we have met with any where.
He
has systematized and explained the system of Bacon, in
its application
natural

to the study of medicine, aild the other

sciences,

with

a lucidity

strength of argument, calculated
humblest

understanding,

and

of exposition

and a

to make it plain to the
irresistible

to

all

not

warped by prejudices.
At the same time he displays, in
a strong light, the harm and errol' arising from the admission of speculation.

I cannot imagine a better prepara-

tion for those about to enter upon the study of medicine,
than a close and thoughtful perusal of this book.
It will
prepare them to commence their pursuits in a proper
spirit. It will teach them at what ends they are really
to aim.

It will disenchant them of the fond hope, that

some happy genius is yet to reduce the complex laws of
disease to some simple general

principle.

It will save

them, perhaps, from years of visionary thought, and serve
as an antidote to that mania for theorising, so common
in enthusiastic

minds who know but little,-and

shew

them that by labor and industry alone they can reach a
3
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high stand

in the profession.

guard against

It will put them on their

the numerous,

hypotheses

with

them back

to the narrow

which

but brilliant

our science

and attractive

abounds,

but sure path which

and lead
leads to

truth.
It would be well if it were read and thoroughly
digested by every member of the profession,-and
it
would be well if it were

generally

fession, for its illustrations,

though

read out of the progenerally

taken

from

medical subjects, are such as would be easily understood
by a general reader.
It would enable the public to form
a more correct estimate of what medicine really is, and
what they are to expect from it.

It would enable

better to appreciate

between

sician and-the

the difference

mere pretender,

and perhaps

them of that strong propensity
quack

medicines,

when

ease, like perpetual
it requires

something

them

the true phyaid in curing

to believe in quacks, and

they find that

motion, is a mere

the unity of dischimera,

more than the impudence

and that
to blazon

forth a lie as an advertisement,

before one is prepared

cure or manage a disease.
This philosophy of medical

science,

to

thus beautifully

and clearly expounded by Dr. Bartlett, and acted upon
by the best minds of the day, is not, however, generally
adopted

by the mass of the profession.

Doctrines

and

hypotheses still flourish as plentiful as ever. Partly because it is much easier to imagine than to observe, partly
because

prejudices

once imbibed

in favor of any system,

are difficult and slow to be obliterated, and partly because many ingenious minds hold, that the exhortation
to abstain

from abstract

speculation,

cripples

the wings
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of genius, and dooms investigation
plodding.

to dull mechanical

But this last objection is perfectly erroneous.

What higher effort is there for a human intellect to perform, than educing truth from the classification and
arrangement
of phenomena
and their relationships.
This, and this alone, it was that Newton did, and he left
a name immortal in science.
effected in his grand
tween lightning

This it was that Franklin

discovery

and electricity.

ferred immortality

of the relationship

be-

This it was that con-

on Harvey, Jenner

and Cuvier.

It

requires far higher powers to make a full and strict induction, than to fabricate a plausible theory.
'Without
talent and genius, the latent
be penetrated,

analogies of things cannot

nor the links seized upon which bind one

kindred fact to another.

Each one, though blessed only

with a moderate intellect, may aid in collecting materials
for observation.
them.

But a master spirit must arise to classify

And then there is this striking difference between

his strict induction founded upon numerous observations,
and the brilliant hypothesis originating in a speculative
mind,-that
the first is a truth, a material reality, which
will live for ever in science, even though

its general

adoption be slow; while the other may dazzle for a moment, but will soon fade away, like the unsubstantial
fabric of a dream.
The simple exercise

of our senses alone will never

make us physicians.
Simple facts in medicine will not
arrange themselves in logical order and create a regular
medical edifice.

Still no true science can exist without

a large collection of facts, carefully and philosophically
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arranged,

Medicine, like every other branch

of natural

science, can only be improved by observation and reason.
The highest talents may find in its study abundant scope
for all their powers; and the humblest, by care and industry, may aid in its progress.
Such, then, gentlemen, are my views of the true philosophy of medicine, and of the proper mode in which
it should be studied.

In the systematic lectures delivered

from this chair, all exclusive doctrines and theories shall
be as much
ourselves

as possible avoided;

to describing

and we shall confine

the history,

nature,

symptoms,

march, and treatment of disease, as observed by the best
authors, collected and arranged from the voluminous and
almost bewildering

treatises on these subjects, as well as

from the obviously more slender
sonal experience.

store of my own per-

In this way some of the principles of

our art may be taught.

But we must go a step further,-

we also wish to teach you something of the practice, for
the two things
instance,
principles

are not exactly the same.

may be most thoroughly
of navigation,

A man, for

acquainted

who does not know

with the
a single

rope, and would hardly trust himself with the management of the simplest sail boat.
So in medicine,-you
may know something of physiology, anatomy, therapeutics and pathology, and yet be utterly unfitted to observe
and recognise
For this your

disease when you see it for yourselves.
senses need

a special education,-your

mode of proceeding needs to be directed; and it is only
in the wards of a hospital, or in a sick chamber, that
you can effectually and safely learn to practice physic.
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We shall therefore combine with our systematic lectures
a course of clinical instruction in the wards of the Infirmary.

This is the only way in which the practice of

medicine can be taught.

It is the experimental

added to the study of disease.

method

It will allow us to teach

you to observe for yourselves, which we have said was
the only mode of arriving at truth.
Sound principles in
medicine are the conclusions drawn from a certain number of facts.

For instance,-a

writer or lecturer about

to describe a given disease,-take
pleurisy as an example
-has seen a hundred cases of that affection, each individual case differing in some respects from every other.
There are features

of resemblance, however, by which

he is enabled to group them together i-between
many
this resemblance is striking-between
others it is faint.
Two cases may perhaps be taken from the group, which
scarce resemble each other at all, and yet they are both
undoubted

cases of pleurisy-now

our lecturer

in at-

tempting to depict to the minds of his class a portrait of
the disease called pleurisy, draws an ideal tableau, a
model case, plain, simple and uncomplicated,

presenting

all the symptoms, and in the most striking manner, that
are known to accompany this disease.

He has extracted

from his hundred cases all the features that were met with
in all--has given you perhaps thirty symptoms and signs
which characterise

this disease;

but there

are

cases,

exceptional ones it is true, in which perhaps only one
out of these thirty symptoms may be met with, and that
not the most characteristic

of the disease.

In a course

of general lectures it is impossible that all these excep-
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tions should be made known,--that

you should be taught

all the-difficulties that may possibly embarrass you.

It is

only at the bed side that these can be learned; that cases
can be taken up in their individuality, described, examined, and the importance
their

of their

symptoms

weighed,

relative frequency made known, and that science

of observation

taught,

your characters,
pirics.

a knowledge

as judicious

of which will stamp

physicians,

This clinical instruction

or routine em-

will form the necessary

complement to our course.W
e shall in the hospital
learn to recognise symptoms,-we
shall learn to observe
physical

signs,-we

shall have opportunities

the relative importance
in many

of testing

of these and of general symptoms

cases of disease.

How in certain

cases they

are so combined as to leave no doubt upon the mind as
to the true nature of the malady,-how

in others one set

of symptoms is alone sufficient to make us recognise the
disease,-how

again in others, trusting

to one class of

symptoms alone,-we
should be unavoidably led into
error.
We shall also have opportunities for observing
diseases

as they

are most frequently

state of complication,-a

state

which

met with,-in
is rarely

a

taken

account of in systematic lectures, for the obvious reason,
that such complications
the possible complications

are infinite, and to mention all
of a given disease would be

impossible.
But at the bed side we are enabled to talk
of these, to show what symptoms belong to the disease
proper, and what to the complicating disorders.
To
shew the action and reaction of these diseases upon one
another.

T'o shew how symptoms may be exaggerated,
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or completely masked.
To unravel this tangled skein,
and present free from obscuring causes the disease we
are in search

of.

Gentlemen, I have been making

eulogium on clinical medicine;
.portunity,

an

but let me take this op-

at the very commencement

of our meetings,

to impress upon your minds the great importance of this
subject.
The great advantages, that a school situated
in a large city has over all other modes of studying medicine, consists mainly in this, that it is in cities alone that
we can have access to hospitals, where students may see
diseases as they are, not as they are described.
Whatever else you may neglect during the time spent here in
study, do not neglect a regular attendance in the wards
of the infirmary.
The practical lessons you may there
acquire are the really precious things for guidance in the
difficulties of your future career.

It is your great privi-

lege to have this most important

means

of instruction

at your command-a
means that, I am sorry to say,
appears to be too often undervalued by students.
Let
this not be so with you. But by regular attendance in
the wards, shew at your examination that your information is not only derived from books and lectures, but in
part from the actual study of the great book of nature
itself.

Learn to observe,-and go from these walls not

with theory only in search
commencement

of that

of experience;

actual experience,

but with a
which

more

than any thing else will enable you to take your place at
once at the bed side, conscientiously prepared to fulfil
the great duties of your mission.

